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Programme Specification 

Every taught course of study leading to a UAL award is required to have a Programme Specification.  This 

summarises the course aims, learning outcomes, teaching, learning and assessment methods, and course 

structure.  Programme Specifications are developed through course validation and are formally approved by UAL 

Validation Sub Committee (VSC).  They are available to prospective students through the course web page, and 

must be reviewed on an annual basis to ensure currency of information (for example, following any modifications 

or local developments). 

 

Awarding Body 

Professional, Statutory or Regulatory Body 

(PSRB)  

University of the Arts London (UAL) 

 

Teaching Institution London College of Communication 

Final Award 

Length of Course 

UCAS code 

MA Television 

4 Terms / FT 

Date of production/revision July 2017 

  

MA Television is for people who wish to develop skills in the conception and 

production of factual television, find out how to acquire funding for their 

programming, and derive sustainable income from the intellectual property they 

create. 

 

Factual programming is the mainstay of broadcasters all over the world, providing 

much of their everyday output. It covers such subjects as history, science, travel, 

technology, topical affairs, fashion, housing, hobbies and crafts, and daily life. It 

is the core material of television. Unlike formal documentary, it is usually 

anonymous - we seldom know who makes such programming: the content, rather 

than the author, is the important thing.    

 

Successful factual programming relies on detailed knowledge and understanding 

of TV audiences, markets, schedules and of the nature of TV formats – the pre-

determined, but ever-evolving, packages which audiences, and TV executives, 

have come to expect.      
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This MA will familiarise you with the nature and range of factual programming in 

the UK and beyond.  It will examine a variety of types of such programming, in a 

range from (to use the BBC’s own definitions) ‘serious’ (or journalistic) factual 

output to ‘factual entertainment’. The latter includes such things as cookery-

based competitions or celebrity-led travel programming.  The range is extremely 

wide and varied, and there is almost endless scope for new ideas and approaches 

– always within the confines of accepted formats. 

 

The course, centrally, looks at TV programmes as, simultaneously, both creative 

artefacts and commercial products.    You will explore, understand and analyse 

the ways in which such programmes are made, and do so with a number of 

distinct audiences in mind. They are the commissioner, or other funder, including 

crowd funders, who must believe that your programmes will build and retain 

audiences; the initial viewing audience itself, whose characteristics and 

requirements must be thoroughly known to you; the further audiences, 

downstream of the first viewers, who may access your programming in other 

countries, or through other media such as the internet; and then a further 

audience for whom your programmes, or elements of them, may be repackaged 

and sold in different guises. 

 

Those are the commercial considerations and opportunities that the course 

explores, but they march in step at all times with creative aspects of programme 

making.  The demanding, and endlessly challenging and absorbing, character of 

TV production is that it calls simultaneously for the exercise of the imagination 

and an astute awareness of business and commercial realities.  If the aims of the 

MA had to be condensed to a single concept, it would be its constant address of 

the question: Where do we spend the money?  That is, how do we make 

programmes that will have the greatest impact on the viewer, offering them a rich, 

new and engaging experience, whilst at the same time ensuring that we are 

making the best-possible uses of our time, skills, resources and financial 

investment?   

 

The MA is very much about programme making.  You will produce 4 programmes, 

of increasing length and complexity.  In each case, your programmes will be made 
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for specified audiences (of all of the kinds outlined above,) for specific 

transmission slots (time and channel,) and will conform to the requirements of 

known formats.   Some of the programmes can be made to live briefs. 

 

You will be given budgets against which to operate: not cash, but quanta of 

resources (cameras, grip, staff, editing …) that you must manage.  You will learn 

how to set and monitor programme budgets, and how to use resources to the 

greatest-possible effect. 

 

This is a Master’s-level course, and it is about more than just making 

programming that conforms to the established norms of commissioning and 

production.  The MA will lead you to analyse, understand and critique the rules 

that govern the TV industry, identifying what may be merely conventions in terms 

of both process and output, and other areas of practice where you can bring 

original insights and ideas to bear. 

 

The processes of programme making in the MA have a number of outcomes for 

you.  Of course, you will learn how to make professional-quality programmes of 

full broadcast standard. You will be strongly supported in that through workshops, 

lectures, seminars and highly-supervised practice. Feedback on every aspect of 

your practice will be constant, as are peer review and the critical comments of the 

practising industry professionals who support LCC in its work. The practice 

component of the course is intensive, but this supervised learning-through-doing 

is an extremely effective way to develop programme-making skills of a very high 

level.    

 

Producing programmes in this way also teaches you the key skills of 

management, which is a central part of the course.  Making a TV programme on 

schedule and to budget is a complex and challenging exercise in project 

management, where time, money and quality must be held in constant, and often-

changing, balances.  Superimposed on those variables is the extra complexity 

imposed by creativity.  Production teams are made up of creative people, each 

with their own ideas and opinions.  Aligning them, and taking full (but controlled) 
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advantage of their views is a wonderfully-challenging exercise, and one to which 

the course devotes much attention. 

 

You will work in teams to make your programmes, operating in a variety of roles.  

This experience will bring you vitally-important insights into the operations of 

teams and their dynamics in pressured environments.  

 

LCC Graduate School 
LCC Graduate School provides a unique and integrated offer of opportunities for 

both Postgraduate and Postgraduate Research students. The reach of LCC 

Graduate School also extends beyond with some events to current and future 

students and alumni via social media channels (i.e. Twitter and Instagram 

@LCCGradSchool) and UAL Postgraduate Community blog for report-back news 

(http://blogs.arts.ac.uk/pgcommunity).  

 

On these channels students are able to: fund, develop, participate, and review 

events and other research or career enhancement opportunities such as peer-

mentoring and industry mentoring schemes. This activity is published in a monthly 

email newsletter and can range from internal film screenings to radio 

programmes, exhibitions, through to object-based reading seminars. There is 

also a large physical space that brings together Postgraduate and Postgraduate 

Research into one environment, with a variety or rooms (i.e. desks and seating 

spaces) to support social, independent and group activities to enable students to 

go beyond their curricula. 

  

Course Aims 

This course aims to: 

• Facilitate and guide advanced study in the practical, commercial, creativ  
theoretical, contextual and technical aspects of factual television programm  
making, enabling graduates to: 

 

• Conduct high-level, original, research into programme markets; 
 

• Produce highly-developed, viable, treatments, synopses, pitches and samp  
scripts; 

 

http://blogs.arts.ac.uk/pgcommunity
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• Respond to live briefs, and pitch credible ideas to industry professionals; 
 

• Design, write and make a range of professional-level programmes;  
  

• Develop thoroughly-researched, professional business cases, setting cos  
against ROI from a range of markets; 

 

• Write, direct and produce broadcast-quality programming, assuming in the las   
range of roles and applying critical awareness of the sociology of tea  
operations in creative environments; 

 

• Manage all stages of work flow through current technical channels;    
 

• Devise and manage programme budgets; 
 

• Effectively manage the operations of production teams; 
 

• Inculcate high-level understanding of the ways in which funding for televisio  
programming is sought, obtained and managed; 
 

• Generate advanced understanding of the means by which IPR can be built a  
retained, in order that sustainable businesses can be established, and/  
 those choosing to work as freelance producer/directors can generate viab  
incomes and long-term careers; 

• Engage students in advanced evaluation of, and debates about, the 
actual and relative merits of formats as television norms; 

 

• Facilitate developed research into the different platforms through which 
television is, and will be, delivered; 

 

• develop graduates who are the forefront of their discipline, with 
systematic, research-based knowledge of the  economics and sociology 
of the television and related industries, able, if they so choose, to work 
in senior and influential positions in those sectors on the basis of both 
the detailed realities of programme making and their comprehensive 
understanding of broad issues and trends in the digital media 
environment, locally and globally; 

 

• Inculcate and develop high-level, transferable problem-solving, 
interpersonal and self-management skills through research, programme-
making and team activities; 

 
• Enhance students' abilities to embrace cultural diversity, and develop a 

cross-cultural understanding of diverse ideas, approaches and methods; 
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• Develop applicable awareness of the ethical, moral, and legal issues 
relating to investigation and representation;  

 

• Lead to the mastery of expression and argument in advanced academic and 
reflective writing, including the ability to develop an defend opinions, views 
and creative choices, and effectively communicate ideas to peer groups and 
others; 

 

• Develop systematic understanding and knowledge of, and be able to 
participate in, current debates about the uses, influences, and moral and 
ethical implications of broadcasting; 

 

• Grow students' competencies as self-managed, self-motivated and self-
sufficient life-long learners, capable of adapting to, and prospering through, 
developments in media production and distribution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Course Outcomes  

The outcomes that you will have demonstrated upon completion of the course, are: 

• Apply a range of advanced, specialist creative and technical skills, producing 
informed, systematic and considered solutions and to specific problems in 
television production in ways which generate critical awareness of current 
issues and formulate new insights; (Technical Competence, Subject 
Knowledge, Experimentation); 

• Conduct systematic research into the markets for a wide range of factual- 
television programme types, and design and produce programming that 
conforms to the norms and expectations of formats whilst offering original 
approaches and content;  (Research, Subject knowledge, Technical 
Competence);  

• Evaluate your programme-making practice, and that of others in your cohort and 
beyond, in critical, contextual, economic, ethical, technological, commercial and 
aesthetic frameworks, and generate and systematically test conceptual models 
of effective practice; (Analysis, Subject knowledge); 
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• Work confidently and professionally with others in varied situations and with 
awareness of widening participation and ethical issues amongst colleagues and 
audiences in the UK and overseas; (Collaborative and/or independent 
professional working, Research, Communication and Presentation); 

• Develop and apply advanced analytical skills relevant to the operations of the 
TV and other creative industries, and, where appropriate, formulate and 
evaluate new hypotheses accounting for ineffective practices; (Technical 
competence/subject knowledge, Personal and Professional 
Development); 

• Design and conduct primary and secondary research into the commercial 
objectives and processes and of the television industry in order to develop an 
advanced and critical understanding of the imperatives, constraints and 
conventions which determine their culture and operations;  (Research, 
Analysis); 

• Deduce, demonstrate and critically evaluate the disciplines and project- 
management skills required to produce work under constraints in group 
projects, with diverse crews; (Technical competence/subject knowledge, 
Collaborative and/or independent professional working); 

• Produce a professional business plan, relating to the major project, and based 
on extensive primary and secondary research into markets and routes to 
market, accompanied by a prose narrative setting out the context of and 
rationale for the projections contained in the plan. (Research, Communication 
and Presentation, Analysis.)   

 

Learning and Teaching Methods: 

Learning and teaching are delivered through a mix of:   

• Lectures  
• Seminars  
• Technical and other workshops  
• Supervised practice  
• Close-reading  
• Critiques of practical outcomes  
• Supervised presentations  
• Guided student-managed learning 

 

Scheduled Learning and Teaching  

This is the percentage of your time spent in timetabled learning and teaching. You 

are expected to study for 1800 hours over the duration of the course; below is the 

amount of time which is timetabled activity. The rest of your learning time will be 

self-directed, independent study. 

 

17% 
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Assessment Methods: 

• Achievement of learning outcomes is assessed through:  
 

• Written work (essays, critical reviews, research plans and outcomes, 
business plans and accompanying commentaries,)   

 
• Evaluation of practical work, and presentations.    

 
 
 

Reference Points 

The following reference points were used in designing the course: 

• The Learning and Teaching policies of the University of the Arts, London 
•  The London College of Communication’s policies and initiatives 
•  MA Level descriptors 
•  QAA Benchmark statements for master’s-level study. 

 
 

Programme Summary 

Programme structures, features, units, credit and award requirements:  

Each course is divided into units, which are credit-rated. The minimum unit size 

is 20 credits. The MA Television course structure involves six units, totaling 180 

credits. 

A detailed summary of the units offered and progression routes is set out in the 

course diagram below. 

Distinctive features of the course: 

The MA offers a combination of approaches and outcomes that are not taught 

together in other institutions.  They are:  

 
A focus on factual programming:  The course combines advanced training in 

factual programme making with an analytical, research-based investigation of the 

processes by which such programmes are commissioned and funded; how their 

primary, secondary and tertiary audiences are defined and reached; and how 

producers can build income streams from their work;   

 

A focus on self employment: The course is designed primarily – but not 

exclusively – for those who wish to work in, or run, small-to-medium sized 
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production companies, or become freelance producer/ directors.  The latter provide 

a large and constant component of the UK production base (and increasingly 

beyond), but one that is yet to be catered for in many Screen schools;  

 
Multiple perspectives:  The MA approaches the practice of programme making 

from five complimentary, but interlocking, perspectives; seeing programmes 

simultaneously as: 

 directed exercises of the creative imagination 
 

 vectors of ideas, information and understanding   
 

 mechanisms through which social, political and cultural norms 
are transmitted 

 

 commercial products that must directly or indirectly offer returns 
on investment 

 

  examples of project management, in which potentially-conflicting    
     demands of time, resource, cost and quality must be continually       

     addressed 

 

 adherents to the precepts of formats 
 

 

Business planning:  The final terms of the course require students to produce 

both a programme (or other moving-image product) and a researched business 

plan, accompanied by an explanatory narrative, showing how the programme or 

product and its related assets will be taken to market.  The programme and plan 

will be the outcome of guided market research, so that graduates will already have 

developed a highly-viable pitch for their first commission and/or offer to the market. 

 

Employability:  Although a developed understanding of the business aspects of 

programme making will be of benefit to those wishing to work in the independent 

sector and/or as freelance producer/directors, such understanding will also be 

attractive to employers – broadcasters or larger production companies – who will 

value the commercial sense and understanding offered by graduates of the MA, 
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which is in contrast to the creative or craft-technical skills common to most 

graduates of media schools. 

 

Collaboration:  In the second term students of the MA will collaborate with 

students of other UAL courses, and in some cases beyond, to produce a joint 

project.  Students of MATV will have the option, for example, of working with those 

studying MA Journalism, and can thus make their third TV programme with a 

current affairs or other topical theme, learning as they do so some of the key tenets 

of journalistic practice. 

 

Industry contacts:  The MA will draw on LCC's wide range of contacts in the 

London TV industry to provide visiting lecturers, workshop leaders, critiques and 

introductions to networks of graduates now working in media in London.  It will 

allow and encourage you to take full advantage of our contacts with the British Film 

Institute.  You will have access to the many specialist cinemas, studios, facilities 

houses and media events that are features of London’s very busy and varied media 

life. 

 

The TV studio:  All of the programmes made for the course will have both location 

and TV studio contents.  Training in the uses of the studio is relatively rare in UK 

media schools: an omission, given that as much as 70% of TV programming is 

produced in this way.   LCC's TV studio is of a very high professional standard, 

with a new Tricaster mixing desk that allows for a wide range of effects and 

computer-generated imagery.  Mastery of this resource will be a significant asset 

to graduates of the MA, and will further distinguish them from the great majority of 

media- and film-school Master's-level graduates. 

 

Media cultures and criticality:  The media cultures strand of the MA, which runs 

through all four terms, will underpin learning and practice through its examination 

of the key issues surrounding the production, uses and consumption of factual TV 

programming. Their shared basis is the application of theoretical approaches in 

ways that reinforce and enlarge programme making, and require students to adopt 

an analytical, evaluative approach to the shared norms of current practice. This is 

also an iterative process.  Theory and practice operate in parallel, and each will 
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inform the other critically.  The experience of programme making will invite students 

to question the conventions which govern production, for example in the 

hierarchical nature of production teams, or the extents to which established formats 

can be amended and developed.     

The themes of the media cultures strand are: 

 

 the macro and micro economics of the television industries, 
reviewing the sources of funding for television programming, how it 
is obtained, and under what terms. In parallel, an applicable 
understanding of how programme budgets are set, monitored, 
controlled and adjusted in order to balance the pragmatics and 
contingencies of production with the requirements and expectations 
of all the audiences for whom the work is made;   

   

 audiences and their expectations, together with knowledge of the 
significance of scheduling as a major determinant of programme 
design; 

 

 theories of cultivation, normalisation and mainstreaming through 
discussion of the debates around such issues; 

 

 the range of factual television programming and the various 
balances it  strikes between information and entertainment 
according to audience and transmission time; 

 

 legal, contractual and copyright issues, especially those relating 
to IPR; 

 

 The applications of formats:  the nature and evolution of television  
formats, in terms both of the opportunities they offer and the 
constraints they can impose on the programme maker; 

 
 Future trends:  current and likely-future routes to market for 

programme content, including cross-platform, interactive and user-
generated content  and delivery, and the potential of SCORM 
metadata to offer IPR holders  means of re-using and re-purposing 
their content;   

 

Course Staff:  You will be taught by the staff of LCC’s Screen School. Your course 

tutors include staff who are highly experienced in producing factual programming 

for the BBC, commissioning it for Channel 4, and running a successful independent 

factual-TV and multi-media production company.    Visiting lecturers and specialists 
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from the London-based TV industry will assist with the course, as will our 

Practitioner in Residence. 

  
Media Community:  The course will be delivered in LCC's Screen School.   You 

will work alongside, and on occasions with, students studying MA Documentary 

Film, MA Film, MA Screenwriting, BA Film and Television, BA Film Practice and 

BA Live Events Television. You will also have opportunities to work with other 

students in the Screen School, especially those taking Photography, Journalism, 

Public Relations and Sound Arts; 

 

UAL and LCC:  UAL, of which LCC is a constituent college, is the largest arts-

based university in Europe.  As a student of the MA in Television at LCC, you have 

access to the full provisions of the University, and to its wide range of links and 

contacts in and beyond London.   In the Collaborative unit, you will be encouraged 

to seek out and work with UAL students from a very wide range of subject 

specialisms; 

Recruitment and Admissions  

Selection Criteria 

 
• Sufficient prior knowledge and experience of and/or potential in Television to 

be able to successfully complete the programme of study and have an 
academic or professional background in a relevant subject 

• Knowledge and understanding, developed as reflective viewers of the ways 
in which television programmes operate. (Relevant for applicants without 
practical experience of programme making) 

 

Entry Requirements 

We welcome applications from graduates of a good honours degree in a relevant 
subject such as either film, television or related media subject. We will also 
consider graduates of a good honours degree in any other subjects who can 
demonstrate a developed interest in, and knowledge of, current television practice 
and output. Such fields may include print journalism, photography, project 
management, business, general management and any other discipline or area 
which it is felt will bring a variety of experience and imagination to the course. 
 
If you do not have the required qualifications, but do have professional experience, 
you may be eligible to gain credit for previous learning and experience through the 
Accreditation of Prior and Experiential Learning (APEL) i.e. professional 
experience or a combination of courses and work experience. Applicants admitted 
through the APEL system will be able to demonstrate relevant experience and an 
aptitude for film, television or other moving-image production subjects. 
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Language requirements (International/EU) 
All classes are conducted in English. If English is not your first language, we 
strongly recommend you let us know your English language test score in your 
application. If you have booked a test or are awaiting your results, please clearly 
indicate this in your application. When asked to upload a CV as part of your 
application, please include any information about your English test score. 
 
- IELTS 6.5 (or equivalent) is required with a minimum of 5.5 in each of the four 
skills 
- If your first language is not English, you can check you have achieved the correct 
IELTS level in English on the Language Requirements page. 
http://www.arts.ac.uk/lcc/courses/support-for-international-students/ 

 
Deferring an offer:  
Applicants holding an offer for the coming academic year are permitted to defer 
their place to the following academic year, e.g. 2018/19 place deferred to 2019/20. 
International applicants should first meet any offer conditions and pay the deposit 
in order to defer. In all cases, deferred places will be held for one year. 
 
Making a deferred application: 
Home/EU applicants are permitted to make a deferred application, for example to 
the following academic year instead of the next, e.g. to 2019/20 instead of to 
2018/19. Immigration regulations prevent International applicants from making a 
deferred application. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.arts.ac.uk/lcc/courses/support-for-international-students/
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Course Diagram 
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Formative assessment points will be indicated by your tutor in your unit handbooks or assignment brief

 S = Summative Assessment Point (Your Assignment Brief will give you details on the deadline date, time and how to hand in your assignment)
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PG Summer Break                                                                          
Independent Study / Writing 

Up Period 

PG Overlap Period with new year 
intake Sept 2018

Production 1 (40 credits)

Media Cultures 1 (20 credits)

Collaborative Unit (20 credits)

Media Cultures 2 (20 credits)

Research (20 credits) Major Project (60 
credits) Major Project (60 credits)
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